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SOMX INVi3ST1GATIONS OF TE3” GiitERAL IIWi?ABILIT!Y

OF STIFFENED METAL GYLINDERS

“? - STIFF311?ED 141ilT.ALCYLINDERS SUB:JECTZD

?20 PUN BENDING

- Guggenheim Aeronautical Laboratory
California Institute of Technology ,

This is the fifth o“fa series of reports
covering an investigation of the general
instability pro%lem by the Gallfornia
Institute ofTechnology. The first five
reports of t=hls series cover investigat-
ions of the general insts,%ili.ty problem
under the loading conditions of pure bend-
ing and were prepared un”der the sponsor-
ship of the Civil Aeronautics Admitiistra-
tion. The succeeding reports of this se-
ries cover the work done on other loading,
conditions under the sponsorship of the
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.

.SUMMARY

This report summarizes the work that has been car-
ried on in the experimental investigation of the problem
of general instability of stiffened. metal cylinders sub.=
~ected to yure beiiK3.ng at the C.I.T. This part of the
investigation included tests of 46 sheet-covered speci-
mens. The most significant result was the determination
of a new des”ign parameter for the case ef a stiffened
metal cylinder sub-jetted. to pure bending.:,

INTRODUCTION

It is intended to give in this report a summary of
the results of the experimental investigation of the
general instability of stiffened metal cylinders sub-
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jotted to pure bending. Theearlier work at C. I.T. on tho
problem of general instability of stiffened metal cylin-
ders has, boon reported in references 1, 2, 3, and 4. A
total of 46 sheet-covered specimens. has been tested.

The investigation was plann~d so as to include most
of the essentia3 variables involved in the problem ana
was sufficient in scope to determine a suitable design
parameter . Although this parameter was obtained for spec-
imene subjected to pure bknding, it is felt that it” may
be poesible through suitable modifications to use the
same paramete& for com%ined loadings. !L!heexperimental
data are also su~ficient to anew a thorough oheck on
theoretical methods for predicting general instability.
A comparison of the predicted and experimental results is,
therefore, included in this report.

In addition to the above results, an account is also
given of the experimental studiee which have been made to
give a better” understanding of the mechanism involved in
the buckling yhenomena of stiffened cylinders. The body
of this report, therefore, con”sists of four parts; namely~

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

~xPerimOntal investigations on the failure of
metal “oylinders

A comparison ‘between theoretical predicted gen-
eral instability stresses and the experi-
mental results

A discussion of the mechanism involved in the
buckling phenomena of stiffened cylinders

A new desig’tiparameter

EXFERIMXNTAL INVESTIGATION

In starting this research.program, it was felt that
a complete study” of the pure bending phenomena would form
a desirable background for the more complicated problem
of tending plus shear and for the more general combined
loading conditions. With this j.dea in mind, the research
to date has %een confined to a systematic investigation
of cylinders subjected to pure bonding.

To obt’ain a better underst”andi,ng of the amount of,.

.

/
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experimental research work which can now b? considered as
~~competed”, it might b.e well to briefly reviewthe varia-
bles iII~olv6ti in ~he”pro%lem of general instabi,~ity.,~ The

● variables involved may be divi~ed into two”’clas”ses - those
dealing with the geometry af the structure an”d those ~h-
TOIVlng the ‘sectional properties of the stiffening ele-
ments as well as the sheet covering. .

,...

The geometrical variables involve: .
i

b

.

(a) a Variation

(b) a variation

(c) a variation

(d) a va~iation

The second group

. (a) a change in

of Icmgttudinal spacing

of ‘frame spacing.

in diameter “.

in length

of variables inv~lves: b

the section properties of the lon~—
gitudinals .,.

“ (b) a change in the section properties of the frames
9 ,.

“(c) a change in th,e thickness of the sheet covering
.

The first group of variables has been thoroughly in-
vestigated inasmtich as a large number of specimens having
2.53-, 5.06-, aqd 10.12-inch longitudinal spacings, and

.,, 1-, 2-, 4.-,.8--, and 16-inch frame spacings”have been
testOk. Although” the second group Of variables is not ~e%
completed, a sufficient number of the variables have been

9 investigated to forw a basis for the ahal~sis of geneaal
instability. Three different frame eiz~s have %e’en in-
vestigated; that. fs; frames I?l, F5, and Fe (fig”. 1)$ and.
~~so two, ”different sheet thicknesses, 0..010- and .0.016-
inch hav’e been tised. 6i* specimens having a 20-&noh diam-
eter have been.$ested; all other specimegs are 32 inches
in diqmeter. “Of the former’, tw’b had, an .iL/D ratio of “2.6,
while in qll other cases the” L/D ratio was 2.0. Yha lon-
gitudinal have not been varied.. H“?wever,” by” vary$ng the
sheet t’nlckness, a certain vtiriation in tbe section prop-
erties of the longi.tudinals is obtained, sinoe a certain
effective width of sheet which varies with-the sheet thick-
ness is assumed to act with each’ longitudinal. ..

These variables which have been investigated have been
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faund sufficient to establish a suitable design parameter
for structures subjected to pure bending. Hence? if we
confine ourselves to the pure-bending phase of the inves-
tigation, it is f~lt ,that future work will only involve a
number .of check specimens in which the longitudinal sec-
tion -properties are varied. Also, an additional number
of specimens should he tested to further investigate the
influence of local instability of the frames. A few ad-
ditional specimeris will be tested to further check the
length effect.

A complete list containing all the necessary data of
the sheet-covered epecimens which have been tested tcI date
is giveu in table I. It should be noted that the maxtmum
unit- compressive deformation o/E t at failure is tabulat-
ed rather than the compressive stress, where u is the
compressive stress and E’ is the effective modulus - the
reason being that in many cases the compressiv~ stress at
buckling exceeds the yield point of the material, and the
difficulty involved in determining the basic stress in
such cases makes it desirable to use the unit strain
rather than stress. The nondimensional quantity a/E1 iS

also more desira%le from the standpoint of determining a
nondimensional design parameter.

The method of measuring the unit strain at failure
was discussed in—reference 4 and needs no further dis-
cussion. It might---b-eof interest., however, to polri-tout
that the accuracy of the method is somewhat dependent on
the type of failure. Unt~l local bending occurs the
method is quite accurate; but if bowing between frames
takes plaoe, then the test data must be corrected for bend-
ing and, consequently, are subject to the inaccuracies of
such calculations. General instability failure usually
occurs by a sudden collapse of the structure, whereas in
panel instability the failure in most casee is gradual;
that is, the applied bending moment will increase after
buckling of the longitudinal between frames occurs. Also,
as diecussed in refere~ce 4$ the sheet will rei.nf-o-rcethe
longitudinal after the amplitude of the lon’gitudinals
becomes sufficiently large - thereby causing a higher and
less clearly defined ultimate load. It is therefore much
more difficult to determine the ultimate load as well as
the longittidinal deformation of specimens which fail by
panel instability.

b

.

..,

Figure-s 2 to 26 indicate the unit longitudinal defor~
mation as a function of the applied bending moment for
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the sheet-covered specimens. All epecimens failed. either
by panel or general instability with th6 exception of
specimen 62, which failed in tension. Failure of this*
specimen was precipitated. by a bearing failure of the Sheet
at the joint, thus causing the entire tension load to %e
carried by the longitudinal.

It was pointed out in reference 4 that. no correlation
could be obtained betwean the sheet-covered syecirnens and
the wire-braced specimens previously tested. Hence, data
pertaining to the wire-braced specimens have not been in-
cluded in this ‘ti~~-o~%.

A number of photographs (figs. 43 to 48) showing the:
various types of failure are included.

THE0R3TICALLY pREDICTED G3NERAL INSTABILITY STR3SS .

A detailed discussion of the analytical methods which
are available for calculating the general instability -
stress of stiffened cylinders is given in reference 1. As
pointed out, the available experimental data were too mea-
ger to indl.ca”te’-whether any of the methods could be satis-
factorily used for t~s pre~icti.on Of general instability.
Sufficient experimental data are now available to deter-
mine the merits of each of the methods by comparing the
predicted general instability stress with the experimental
values . Each method will be discussed separately.

Hoffis Method

The general instability stress is given by the equa-
tion ,.

(1)

where
A

Ex youngls modulus of elasticity, pounds -per square inch

. Ix moment of inertia of a longitudinal plUS an effective
width of sheet (See section on A New Design Param-
eter, for effective width calculations. )
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Ax oross-sectional. area of a longitudinal

d frame spacing

?

4

The nondimensional quantity A is a function of the
structural coefficient A and the num%er of frames m
iavolved in the failure. The relation between A and L
for constant values of m is shown in reference 2. It iS ‘

seen that, for a constant value of A, the value of ~
increases as the number of frames involved per wave length

●

increases. This increase in A produces, according to
equation (1), a decrease in the general instability stress.
In applying Hoffis method to a practical desig~problem,

.

it would be necessary to congider the largesii number of
frames which c,culd possibly fail, hence give the lowest
possible stress. However, in making the comparison be-
tween the unit deformation .a/E 1,
tlon (1),

as calculated by equa-
and the test value, the actual number of frames

which failed was used. A comparison of the experimental
and calculated values for a.large number of epecimens is
shown In table II. The calculated values range from 11 to .

83 percent of the experimental values. Ii’ the total num-
hea offrames in th.e,test specimen were to be used in the
calculations, the calculated values would be lower. It may #
therefore be concluded that, although im all ceses Hoff’ s
method does yredict general instability, the method is too
conservative for design purposes.

Dschouls Methsd

Dschou o?)tained for the minimum general instability
stress an equation of the form

,

●

0
2E

q

which can be writien as “

/

lx Iy

Ix ‘YtY~+———
x t tx

r+XaP
aty

CT 2 Y<
—=—
JZR

‘3
PX2+P=2 y

(2)

(3)
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where

.Px radius of gyration of a longitudinal together with
the correspond.i,ng portion of the sheet covering

Py same quantity for the cirdumferenti.al frames

tx=t++, equivalent shell thickness in the axial
direction

.
.

‘Y
‘Y =t+—,

d
equivalent shell thickness in the circum-.

ferential direction .

t sheet thickness

Ax area of a longitudinal

Ay frame area s

The same equatien i6 reproduced in Timoshenkois theory of
elastic stability (reference 6).

It i.s notj de-finitely stated by either Dschou -or Timo-
shenko whether, in calculating Ix, Iv or , similarly,

px, py, the total width of sheet betwpen longitudinal

and frames should be used or an effective width of sheet.
Calculations have been made, using ftrst the total width
of sheet between longitudinal and frames and then using.
an equal effective width of sheet with the longitudinal
and frames. The effective width. calculations are dis-
cussed later in this’ report. The results of these calcu-.
la”tions are shown in figures “27 and 28. The calculated
vilues in all cases are considerably higher than the ex-
perimental values. It is also evident that the expression

(4)

is not suitable as a yarameter, sinoe the scatter of the
experimental poin$s i.s much larger than can be contrib-
uted to experimental inaccuracies.
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Ryderls Method

The application of ibis method requires. tha calcula-
tion of three parameters, Ka, K=, “and X4, depending on
the geometry of the structure and on the section proper-
tle6. Curves of ‘Ka and K3 are not availabl~ for val-
ues of K4 c 0.20; hence, in all cases where K4 was
less than 0.19, it was felt that the curves in which
K4 = 0.20 would no longer be valid, and these specimens

were therefore not considered. The results of the calcu-
lations are shown in table III, Wher-e UB-~R are the

calculated general instability stresses. The ratios of
the calculated to the experimental v&l.ues are ‘also shown.
The experimental stress in this case is not a true stress
but an equivalent stress which is obtafned from the meas-
ured unit deformation at failure under the assumption
that the modulus of elasticity remains constant beyond
the proportional limit of th*e material. The results indi- -
cate, with the exception of– three specimens, that the cal-
culated values are all considerably higher than the ex- S
perimentaX values. It should.bo pointed out, however,
that in practically all cases the value of Ka is less
than 0.2, which makes it extremely difficult to obtain ?
the value of ‘e/F’s from the curves stnce in this range

the value of te/Ps is very sensitive to -a small change .

in Ka.

‘.. Taylorfs Method
.

The general instability etress was calculated fdr a
number ofi-specimens and is shown i.n table Iv. The calou-
late~stresses are of the order of five to twel”ve times
higher than the experimental values. The given calculated
values are from Taylo”rls approximate equation. It was
found that the exact equation gave values only slightly
different (approx. 2 percent) from that of the approxi-
mate equation, and the simplicity of the latter makes it
preferable for calculations.

A STUDY 0113UCKLING PEENoi~IENA 03? STIFFENED CYLINDXRS
.,

“

In the course of the .experimental invest-igation, it
was observed that in all cases of gener~l instability the
last specimens showed a definite preference for failing
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radially i“nward. AISO in measuring the ‘iriormalrestraint
coefficien~,” it was observed that “the xadial deflection
was a nonlinear function of the applfed”load. (See fig.
32.) Furthermore, if the load is a~plie-d radially out-
ward$ the slope of the load-deflection curve, increases”,
while for a ‘load applied radially inward’ the slope de- “
creases., This simply means that the structure has greater
rigidity in th-e outward direction than in the inward di-..4
rection.

Considering jhe stiffened cylinder as a whole, it is
immediately evident that it is anisotropic and the influ-
ence of one member upon the other is ,extremely difficult
to determine. The most elementary concept of the problem
would be thati of a column supported %y continuous and con-
centrated elastic supports - a longitudinal stiffener be-
ing the column, the sheet covering providing the c~ntinu-
ous elast~c support, and the frames the concentrated elas-
tic suyport.

v The problem,of a colu~n elastically supp..orted has been
discussed by H. Zifimerman for the case of concentrated sup-
yort’s, and by F. Engesser and others for the ca’ae of a dis-

. tributed support. In all cases the investigations. have
been confined to elast>c supports exhibiting a linear
force-deflection relation. ,,’

Since the frames and the’ sheet have the. char&cteris-
tics of’s nonlinear elastic support, ‘it was felt tha”t it

. would be, of general interest to investigate the effect OQ
the load-deflection relation of a column supported by,a
nonlinear elastic element. Inasmuch as rings or frames

. are known to have the desired nonlinear properties, a thin
semicircular steel ring, as shown i~n figure 43? WaS used
as the elastic support. II’or simplicity, columns having a
simple, rather than a distributed, support were tested.
It may be of some interest to coneider first the elastic
behavior of a semicircul&r ring. Designating the radial
load by P, and the corresponding radial deflection by ~,
the curves o? fi~re 29 indicate that if the load is ap-
pliea radial”ly’ inyard, the value of P/6, the e,lastic
constant, decreas&s with increasing deflec,iion. When the
load is directed radially outwa”rd, the value of p/6 fn-
creases with increasing deflection. Obviously, then, if
an initially straight column is supp-orted by such @n ele-
ment , or elements, it may be expeoted that it would have
a tendency to buckle in the direction of decreasing P/8,
or, if the to an initial deformation in the direction of”
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increasing P/6 the buckling starts in that dir”ecti.on,
then at some deflection a sudden IIjumpltmay occur in the,.
direciioti of decreasing P/b ●

r

*

Tests wore conducted on columns 0.090 Inch thick by
0.375 inch wide and 19 inches long. These columns were
cut from 24S-RT alclad sheet st,ock. The steel ring was in
all cases 8 inchQs in diameter and 0.008 inch thick. The
test apparatus and method of testing are illustrated in
figure 43.

,

The results of these tests are indlcatqd in figure
30, where the ratio of the column load to the Nuler load

.

is plotted as a funotion of the ratio of the normal de-
flection 6 at the oenter of the column to. the column
length 1.

Considering the results of figure 30, It is seen that
the elastic support increases the buckling load of the
~rst~aight’; column “(upper curve) to nearly 3.5 times the
Euler load. This load is reached at a relatively s~all de- . v
flection. AS the deflection 6 increases, the decrease
in load is at first quite rapid, then more gradual as the
deflection becomes larger, and may approach a minimum at m
large d.eflectione. It was not possible to reach very
large deflections beeause of plastic failure of both the
rings and the columns. The lower curves i,n the same fig-
ure indicate the effect of initial deflections in which
the colizmn was rolled to approximately the form of a
half-sine-wave, the maximum initial deflection being des-
ignated by 6.. These curves show that, with increasing

.

initial deflection, the maximum load decreases and occurs
at inc.reaslngly larger deflections. In all cases the load
sustained by the column tends to approach at Large deflec-

.

tions the “minimum load!; of the straight column. Thus ,
in case of a nonlinear support, any initial imperfections
of the specimen will appreciably lower its buckling load.
TO il~ustr~te the contrast between the column with a non.
liuear elastic support and one with a Zinear elastlc sup-
port (a coiled spring), a number of tests were conducted
on the same type of column. As may-be seen from the
curves of figure 31, the columns with an initial deflec-
tion in all cases approach the maximum load of the straight

.-

column.

The most striking features of the column supported by
J

a nonlinear elastic element are: first, as the deflection
increases the load decreases; socondl$, there are two or
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more possible con figur,atioks of equi.lib”rium for the same
load; one corresponds to ‘6 = “O, the others to 8>0.

Since the S.ongitudinal members in a stiffened cyltn-
der will behave in a mahner.similar to the column with a
nOnlinear 61astic support (fig. 32), the buckling charac-
teristics, of a stiffened cylinder must be similar to those
nf the nonlinearly suy~orted column. Therefore, any the-
ory which is based on the asstimytion of’ small deflections
will pro%ahly give a much higher load than ,that actually
o“bserved, since in a test specimen initial imperfections
will prevent the syecimen from reaching ths maximum load,”
bud will cause it to fail at some lower load depending on
the degree of imperfection present in the specimen. This
expectation Is verified by the” corn~arison between the ex-
perimentally observed kiresses and the predicted stresses

as obtained from the theories developed by Taylor, Dschou,
and Ryder, which are essentially based on small deflec-
tions and linear restraints.

. A theory based on large deflections would be extreiue-
ly difficult beoause ’of the ,nonli,near load-deflection re-
lationship discussed in this section. This difficulty
makes it desirable to attack the problem by experimental
methods which would lead to ,the deve~opment of a sui.ta%le
design parameter.

A NEW I?ESI~d PARAMETER

The buckling phenomena of stiffened cylinders and the
attending difficulties of a theoretical solution “have been
discussed in the previous section. It was hopedfl however,
that it would be possible to obtain a design parameter
which would determine the critical value of o/E t with a
satisfactory accuracy for design yurposes.

,,

With this thought in mind, a number of specimens in
which Orily the. geometry 6f the structure was varied were
first tested. The resulks of. these tests are shown in
figur8 33$ where the unit strain 0/3 ~ is plotted as a
function of the longitudinal spacing b for constant
values of d/b - referred to aS the reinforcement aspect ‘
ratio, The curve corresponding to an aspect ratio of
1.58 was considered as the master cuvve’ ‘and the remain-
ing curves are an expansion of this curve; hence they fit
best by changing the horizontal scale.
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A log-log plot of the expansion factor as a fUnCklOn

of a/n indicated’ that this f~c<t.gr..yaried appro.~imately

as, Jfi-. ~~n”-fat<, : ‘&/~, a~aplottin& the ugit ‘sJraiti

rfunction of bd, a single curve, as indioated in fig- .
ure 34, is obtained., A log-log--plot df tho unit strain.

a/E t as a futictidn of fi. show;dt hat 3“!/0 varied.’

approximately as r4.bd. Th.is, then, gives the influenco ●

.

of the geometrical varia>leb on the general instability
failure. ,,

The next question is: In what manner does the radius
R and the section parameters px and pY enter into the

design parameter sought’?. By analogy - wi~h the buckling
of unstiffened cylinders - it can’be expected thati, for
identical values of b, d, px, and Py the reciprocal of

the critical value of the finit strain varies linearly with
R. This surmi,se was checked by testing specfraens with two
different radii (R = 16 in. and 10 in.) and was found-to
be co”rrect. Hence, it-was concluded from these results
that the design parameter has the form

4fiR “
f bx,f+

J?rom dimensional reasoning, it follows that the function
f (PxJPy) must have the dinension of the 3/2 power ~f a

length. The simplest assumption”-for the f-unction whioh
determines the influence of the section parameters, px

and Py, is that it depends on the geomet-rical mean “valuo

J77 only. - ““”’in “~h~~ange ‘covered” byIt was found that,
x Y

the experiments and by &he use of reasonable methods for
the calculation of the effective width of the sheet,. this
‘assumption appears justified. Thus the deflign param~ter
appears in the .fbrm .. .

4

r ‘“ ““”””’

.—

bd R
—.

Px Py J=
,,

----

,

‘,

.

.- ?-

.

.

---

.

. .
.,. .

.. . . . . “...”
---
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. Cone.ern.ing the ?~idth of sheet to be used with the lon-
gitudinal and frames’, Hoff <r”ef6r6nce 7) ~nd Cox (ref Sr-
ence 5) have pointed out that the effective width for” sta-
~j,.lityis not. the.same as that based on the load-carrying
ability of the:.sh6et.. “In fact, Cox states that the effec-
tive width associated with” huckling’nhenomena is propor-
tional to the rate, of increaso of the apparent stress to
the rato of increase-of-the actual stress, ‘rather than to
the chord value as illustrated in figure 3 (reference 5).
Assuming that Marquerrel,s effective width equation

is stzfficiently accurate for our purpose, then the appar-
ent stress ma is given by the equation

where

a longitudinal stroes, pounds per square in~het (= Qdge stress)

~c buckling stress of the sheet, pounas ~er square inch

The effective width for stability is then

f

2We=d0a=23~

T ~ F ~st

.
In” all calculations involving the effective tiidth of sheet
acting with the longitudinal, this value has %sen used
with the exception’ of “the calculations involvtng Ryder 1s
work, s.in”c”ein his work the effectiiewidth is’ definitely
specified. .,.

The amount of sh-eet acting with the frames is diffi-
cult to evaluate hy analytical means; trial calculations
indicate& that the best results were obtained when the to-
tal width of sheet”between frarnee”wasusedl 3?or this rea-
son, Py was,calculated assuming t~e entire width of
sheet to be effective. The-variation of lX, IY, p=,

and p
7

as a function of the eff6ctive width is” shown in

.
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figures 38 t.6.4~~ ‘where 10 and Pb is the moment of in-
ertia and the radius of gyratiOU of the member alone.

*

In some cases a further correction, which is discus$ed
in the ap@~n&i~is to be applied $Q the radius of gyration.

The unit strain

plotted as a ~unction

a figure 35; this curve
purposes as the slope
high values of a/E~ .

a/E I at failure (general instability),
—

r

R.41)d
of

m Py f’. ‘ ‘s ‘hOwLin -
Yx

is not very -convenient for design .

of the cur”ve becomes too steep for
A more desirable presentation is

to plot u/E ~ as a function of ~~ ]-. ,he
R bd

results are indicated in figure 36. As may be seen, the
experimental values lie close to a straight line with the
exception of three points. ‘J?woof these points corre- 4

spend to tests on tha channel section frame. As these
frames failed by local instability of the outstanding legs
(see fig. 44), it may be expected that the results would
be low for the channel does not develop the strength corre-

9

spending to the calculated value of Py “ This can be il-

lustrated by considering the bihaviar of an open-section
column subjected to an axial thrust. The critical column
stress is given by the equation

kn2Ep2
aE =

12

If the critical column stress is higher than the local In- “
stability stress, the column’ will fail at the lower stress.
This essentially me’ans that an effective value of. p can
be obtained corresponding to this lower stress, that ie,

.

.

It seems reasonable tcIassume that t“he frame behams
in a similar manner and that the effective radius of gy-
ration is lower, due to the local instability failure. .

,.-
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ratio between the radius and, a quanttty having the d.imen- .
.

1‘ P= P7
sions of a length defined by ~~ ~d

appears that this length is proportional, to
to an equivalent thickness of the reinforced
structure .

. Hence, it’

some extent ,
cylindrical

The failing stress of an unstiffened cylindrical shell
of radius R is given %y

where t is the thickness of the shell and k is an em-
pirically determined constant. Replacing the thickness
t by the radius of gyrat3.on p of a strip of the shell
of uni’t width, .@quation (5) can be written in the form

For pur-poses of comparison, the failtng stress of the
reinforced cylinders inve”stigat”ed can he expressed as a
function of the new parameter in the form

where k’ is a numerical constant. Yigure 36 shows that
equation (7) covers, with a fair approximation, the cases
in which general instability occurred.

,BY introducing the geometrical mean value G
it can be assumed that the influence of t.hs.anisotropy-of ““
the structure is approximate
by comparison of equations (6Y ~!e?7!Ytlna~~~~Z~~v~~1~~-
us of gyration can %e defined as

. .

‘e=5r=J’xpy=’~“ “(8)
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.

factor to the ratio R* Now is the slenderness
G

ratio of the longitudinal, takeq as a column between two .

frameb and, ‘similarly, & “is the slenderness ratio of the
Py

f-rame taken as a column bet~oen two Iongitudinals. If tha
geometrical mean value of these two slenderness ratios is
defined %y h, that is,

r ‘ba -
A=—

Px Py

then the correction factor :ean be expressed as

(9}

(10)

It is evident that if–the stif~ened shell were to be con-
sidered as an equivalent shell, in which all the matori-

%

als are uniformly dlstributad, then the only appropriate

~“ .
parameter to be used is The appropriate param-

R9

eters which enter, into the prohlen of buckling of a truss
are the slenderness ratios which apPear in the quantitY

‘=~: ““” .“- ‘J- ““ :
--The fact- that the empirically derived rela-

P~ Py
tion given here involves both parameters, R and h , .

indicates that a stiffened cylinder cannot be treated ei-
ther as an equivalent cyl”ihder of uniform thickness or as
a cylindrical truse. .Therefore, the work of Dschou,
Taylor, and !timoshenko, which is %ased upon the concept of
an equivalent uniform shell, cannot be expected to give
c6rrectly the general instability stre$s of-stiffened cyl-
inders. The error is particularly large if the flexural
rigidity is concentrated in frames of large cross-sectional
area.

.

It is of interest to calculate the nurgerical value of
the factor CP, using for kl the values obtained from .

the experiments of this report, and for k the value
k = 0.3, which ts a reasonable average value for unstiff -
ened Bhells in the range of a/E involved. The values of
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%/

Px Py

l)d
vary from Q. 0598 to 0.219, ‘as shown in table V;.. .

the average ~lenderness ratio. A varies from 280 to 21.
The %lues of q cor.re”’sp~ndingto these limiting cases
are = 0.254. and cp = 0.932., - The lower limit is ob-
taine% for a structure’ (specimen 34) wit”h a 10.12-inch ~
lotigi’tudinal, a 16-inch “frame spacing, and an average
slenderness ,ratio of 280. ‘The upper limit refers to spec-
imen’55 with a 2.53-inch longitudinal, a 2-inch frame
spacing, and an average slenderness ratib of 21.

It is seen that for structures in which the stiffen-
ing elements are widely spaced, it is necessary that a
multiplying. factor much smaller than unlit-ybe applied to

the quantity d= “ In the case of close spacings the

factor is of the order of 1.

It is realized that this discussion does not repre-
sent a complete theory of the buckling of reinforced cyl-
indrical shells subjected to pure bending. In Particu-
lar, it cannot be expected that the use of geometrical
mean values will tak~ care of t-he anisotropy of the struc-
ture with sufficient accuracy in all extreme cases; for
example, if ths cylinder is stiffened in only one direc-
tion. It is hoped, however, that the relation developed
in this report will cover’most of the structures occur-
ring in yractical design.

The practical application of the design parameter is
relatively simple,. Since the destgner will. have the” nec- ‘
essary data to coqpute the numerical ,value of the “parame-
ter, the general instability stress can be immediately ob-
tained from the curve-of figure 37. .In view of the fact
that general instability causes a complete collapse of
the structure, it is recommended that allowance be made
for ample margins, and in DO case should the allowable .
stress exceed the boundary line indicated in figure 37.
As previously stated, when the frames fail by local tnsta-
hility the general instability stress is consider-ably

. lower than that defined by the curve of figure 37. Hence,
until further dat~ are obtained on this type. of failure,”
the curve of figure 37 should b-e used with caution when
local instability of the fram~ is likely to occur..

If .a reinforced cylinder. j?ails by ,pa”nel instability,
the buckling stress’ shou”ld in all c~ses be lower,than the
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stress necessary to cause a general instability failure.
‘This is obvious since, in order--that panel instability may
occur , it is necessary that the frame be sufficiently rig-
id to maintain closely the shape of the structure at the )-
frame ● If the frame is not sufficiently rigid it will
fail before the panel instability stress is reached and
result in a general instability type of failure. A number
of &he test specimens failed by panel instability. The
unit strain at buckling is shown in figure 37 and, as
pointed out, these values should and do lie be-low tho
curve defining general instability.

Guggenheim Aeronautical Laboratory,
California Institute of Technology,

Pasadena, Calif., July 1940.

.

APPENDIX

CORRECTION FOR THE EFFECT Ol? !lHX TORSIONAL RIGIDITY

OF FRAMES ON THFI STRENGTH OX CYLINDERS

Owing to the particular method of attaching the stiff-
eners to the frames, it is felt that the torsional rigid-
ity of the frames acts as an additional restraint in tho
bending of the stiffeners. This effect will he apprecia-
ble if a frame such as l?e, which ,has a large torsional
rigidity, is used. It. is therefore necessary t-u cmrrect
for this effective increase in rigidity. A physical rea-
soqing immediately leads to the following expression for
the eff%ctive moment of inertia of the stiffeners:

where

I
‘eff

Is

c

I
‘eff

=I~+kC (1)

. .

.

.

.

4“*effective ‘mome-nt of inertia of the stiffener, in.
.

moment of inertia of the stiffener with ef~ectd,ve
widt-h of sheet, in.4

.
~ional rigidity of the frame divided by the

shear modulus o-f the mate”rlal, in.4
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.
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.

.

.

.

k a nondimensional factor which gives the effective-
ness of the frqmes in supporting the stiffeners
in bending

. . . .
The following analysis is. an attempt to estimate

this nondimensional’ factor k. Consider ,a wave of the
buckled shell, as shown in figure a.

,,

Figure a.

At the boundary of the wave the frames are not twisted
by the %ending of the stiffeners. At the joint with the
stiffener the frames are rotated ari angular amount equal
to the slope of the deflection curve of the stiffener.
If W is the d~~,lectio,n of the middle stiffener, then

this angle is
G

at the joint with this stiffener. As

a rough estimate, let the rate of rotation of the frame be

I
Ql# where 3 is the average buckled wave length of the

frames.
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The torsional rigidity of ’the frame is CG where G

is the shear modulus, or G = E In order to
2(1 + w) “

sinplify the calculation, this amount of torsional rigid-
ity is assumed to be distributed ‘within the frame .spac~g

d. Thus the distributed torsional rigidity is ‘ 8
6X”

This distributed torsional r’igidity multiplied by the rate
of rotation of the frames gives the distributed moment
acting on the stiffener due to the torsional rigidity of
the frames. The total moment at a certain section due to’
this effect will be the integral of the distributed mo-
ment from one end of the stiffener
cerned; or

‘torsion =

x

f’ E

. ‘2(1 +V)
o

to the section con-

~ti~dx
ddxt

(2)

Thus the equilibrium equation for the stiffener is

(3)

Comparing t’his equation with the equation “for Euler column
with effective moment of inertia ISteff’

we have

where L

that is,

EIst &+pw=()
eff dxz

(4)

P “1?, 1 c 1 7T2—. —.
EI Stoff– = EIat 2(l++)IStdl=~” .

is the wave length of the buckle; or

=2 IT2 %eff”_ ‘1 cl-
T ‘~r ——
L at 2(i + N.) 18t dl

v

●

.

.

.

.

-—
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IBt
a

eff =1+ .—

Ist 2(1 : W)na :1 I:t

.

therefore

1St = I~t +
eff

r

1- 1

1-<” C’
2TT2(1 + v) al

21

(5)

Comparing this equation with equation (1)$ ‘he ‘a~ue ‘f
the interaction factor k can be obtained as

k=
1 La

2Tr2(l + w) =
(6)

‘Ustig the values of 1 and L from experimental

data, it is.po.ssi%le to’ estimate the value of this factor

which is found to be of the order of 1. For the majority ‘“

of the frames, the value of Ist is much larger than C

with the exception of frame ES . Hence, the correction was

only applied to the test specimens in which frame
T6 was

used.

.

*

. .

,.

.“

,.

.
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~BLE V

Values of the Rotor 3 and the Slenderness Ratie ~

.
. for the Test Speoinwns

29

Teat No. & PY
w ‘ ‘

25 .1168 .02335 .10779 O*4.5’7 92.50
26 ..1165 .02677 .1325 0.562 56.85
27 .1165‘ .02836 .1598 0.678 39.03
28 .1169 .01875 .0858 0.364 135a4
30 .1165 .02335 .0906 0.384 121.9‘
31 .1169 .02677 .11254 0.477 78.90
32 ,1167 .02836 .1345 9.570 55.28
34 ‘ .1110 .01875 ,0598 3.254 279.2
35 .1120 ..02335 .0754 3.320 175.7
36 .1122 .02677 ,0926 0.393 116.7
37 ,1117 .02836 .11192 CL47E 79.80
38 ,1164 - .02801 ,1583 Q.67E 39.s9
39 .3-170 .02801 1897 0.80!5 27.80
41 .1180 .02176 .10616 0.450 93.88
42 .1184 .02608 .1322 0.561 57.-20
43 .li.84 .02879 .1611 0.683 38.53
45 .1150 .02176 .08836 0.375 .28.2
46 ● 1151 .02608 .11041 0.468 81.90
47 .n51 .02879 .1345 0.570 65.30
49 .1049 .02176 .0737 0.3?.3 184.4
50 .1060 .02608 .0909 0.386 ‘ 120.9
51 .1061 .02879 ..1M84 0.470 81.54
54 .1168 .0882 .1833 o*777 29.74
55 .1168 .110 .2193 0.932 20.80
68 .1160 “ .09S2 *1540 0.653 42.20
69 .1165 .110 .1886 0.800 28.17
61 .116 ● 064 .1384 0.587 52.15
63 .1168 .064 .1648 0.699 36.80
64 .1168 .0618 .1942 0.824 26.53
66 ● 1168 .02836 .1587 0.673 39.71
67 .1165 .02679 .1106 0.469 81.80
68 .1166. .02836 .1334 0.566 56.19
73 .1162 .02677 ,1314 0:557 57.85
74 .1164 .02836 .1586 0.673 39.74
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!?igure 44. Local instability failure of the channel section
fmunes.
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Figure 45. Characteristic wave form of the specimens with

channel section frsmes.
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Figure 46. Typical panel instability type failure.
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